We study-through numerical simulations-a droplet sliding over a solid substrate as a result of a simple shear flow. We use a free-energy lattice Boltzmann (LB) scheme and compare its results with those of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. According to the MD, at sufficiently low Reynolds and capillary numbers, the dimensionless sliding speed is a unique function of the equilibrium contact angle. Reproducing the MD results with LB simulations requires the use of a non-equilibrium boundary condition at the substrate and tuning a free parameter in the boundary condition.
Introduction
Multiphase flow in porous media has a number of technological applications. A prominent one is water flooding as a method for (enhanced) oil recovery [1] . Water (sea water, brine) is injected in rock formations containing oil in an attempt to sweep out the hydrocarbons. It is not easy to predict the success of such an oil recovery operation given the complexity of the system [2] : the geometrical complexity of the pore structure, the physicochemical interaction between the substrates (pore walls) and the fluids, and the interfacial effects between (saline) water and hydrocarbon mixtures (oil). Modeling the pore-scale processes taking place during water flooding operations through numerical simulations potentially is a means of enhancing the understanding and thus predictability of the operations.
An important element of such simulation efforts is an accurate representation of moving three-phase contact lines [3] . These are the locations where substrate, oil, and water are in contact. Given the displacement objectives of flooding operations, we expect these contact lines to move, i.e., slide over the substrate. This sliding implies slip of fluids over solid surfaces, something that needs very careful attention when modeling the flow and interfacial dynamics based on continuum assumptions [4] . It has, in fact, been argued that contact line slip is essentially a molecular phenomenon, i.e., can only be described properly by viewing the fluids and solid as constituted of (discrete) molecules [5] .
In a previous paper [6] , we have investigated contact line motion from a molecular perspective (i.e., by using molecular dynamics, MD) for a relatively simple situation: a sessile drop of Fluid 1, immersed in Fluid 2 with the two immiscible fluids undergoing simple shear. The two fluids had the same density and viscosity; what separates them is their mutual surface tension. A key result of this study is a relationship between the dimensionless sliding speed of the drop of Fluid 1 and the static contact angle of the drop on the substrate.
Since molecular simulations can only handle nanoscopic systems, we want to generalize the results for sliding speeds obtained at the molecular level [6] to continuum models. The present paper focuses on options of how to deal with this generalization. We have performed continuum simulations by means of the lattice Boltzmann method of the same systems as studied with MD [6] . The key choices that need to be made in the continuum simulations relate to the boundary conditions at the substrate. In making these choices, we were guided by the results from the MD simulations as obtained in [6] .
The aim of this paper thus is to assess the role of the substrate boundary conditions when performing continuum simulations of drops sliding over solid surfaces where results of molecular simulations are used as a benchmark. The continuum simulations are based on a free-energy, multiphase lattice Boltzmann scheme [7] with a multiple relaxation time collision operator [8] . This is a diffuse interface method with an order parameter that distinguishes between the two liquid phases. Boundary conditions at the substrate are formulated in terms of the order parameter and its gradient normal to the substrate. We will be comparing results obtained with equilibrium and non-equilibrium boundary conditions. The paper is organized in the following manner: We will start by defining the flow system in terms of a set of dimensionless numbers, and by summarizing the earlier work on representing this system through MD simulations. We then describe the free-energy lattice Boltzmann formulation and discuss the options for substrate boundary conditions. Results section comprises of droplet sliding speeds and droplet deformations, their sensitivity for the boundary conditions, and a comparison between continuum and MD results. In the final section, we summarize and reiterate conclusions.
Flow configuration and molecular dynamics results
We consider the volume between two parallel solid plates. On the bottom plate, a semispherical drop of radius R 0 consisting of Fluid 1 is placed; the rest of the volume between the plates contains Fluid 2. Both fluids are Newtonian with density ρ and kinematic viscosity ν. The surface tension between the two fluids is denoted as γ . First the system is equilibrated so that a drop of Fluid 1 develops a certain equilibrium contact angle θ . Once equilibrated, the two plates start moving relative to one another thereby creating a steady shearing motion with average shear rate G between the plates. This whole process is schematically depicted in Fig. 1 , which also defines the coordinate system that will be used throughout this paper.
As the dimensionless parameters characterizing the sheared droplet process, we choose a capillary number Ca ≡ ρνG R 0 /γ , a Reynolds number Re ≡ G R 2 0 /ν, the equilibrium contact angle θ , and the aspect ratio R 0 /H with H the distance between the plates (see Fig. 1 ). We will be having near-creeping flow (Re 1) and expect limited effects of the finite width (H ) of the flow systems so that the main dependencies will be on Ca and θ .
The system as described above was the subject of MD simulations in [6] [6] surface tension and contact angle have been described in detail in [6] . For all LJ interactions, a cut-off distance of 2.5σ was applied. A typical result of an MD simulation is shown in Fig. 2 . Note that in this figure-as well as for the rest of the results presented-the reference frame is such that the lower plate is standing still and the upper plate is moving to the right. All simulations have been performed such that in a static frame of reference both plates are moving with the same speed but in opposite direction. In the series of snapshots, we see the drop deforming as a result of the shearing motion of the plates and also see relative motion between the footprint of the drop and the lower wall. The speed of this sliding motion-also given the applications of oil recovery-is considered the most relevant outcome of the MD simulations as it relates to mobilizing Fluid 1. For Ca ≤ 0.32, the sliding speed was to a very good approximation proportional to the capillary number [6] . This allowed us to define a dimensionless sliding speed v slide /G R 0 that-at least in the linear regime-is only a function of the equilibrium contact angle θ . Figure 3 shows this relationship. The dimensionless sliding speed increases with increasing contact angle. This is because at increasing contact angle the drop protrudes further into the shear flow field, and because Fluid 1 (the drop) has a smaller area of contact with the substrate.
Continuum simulations-free-energy lattice Boltzmann method
The scenario of placing a drop on a solid substrate, equilibration, and then shearing it as described above has been followed through in lattice Boltzmann (LB) simulations. By matching Ca, θ , Re, and R 0 /H with the MD simulations, it is ensured that a direct comparison between MD and LB results can be made.
The two-dimensional simulation procedure due to Pooley et al. [10] has been extended to three dimensions. It is a free-energy multiphase LB scheme. In 3D, it uses a 19 speed model (D3Q19) with lattice velocities e i i = 0, . . . , 18 (1 zero velocity; 6 velocities in the Cartesian coordinate directions, |e i | = 1; 12 in diagonal directions |e i | = √ 2). Space is discretized by a grid of uniform cubic cells. As often is done in an LB context, we will be working in lattice units (lu) with the lattice spacing the unit of length, and the time step the unit of time. Two distribution functions are applied: f i (x, t) for flow dynamics (so that fluid density and momentum are described by ρ = 
with M the mobility and μ = a − φ + φ 3 − κ∇ 2 φ the chemical potential [7] . Surface tension and interface thickness (symbolξ) are determined by the parameters a and κ: γ = 2 3 √ 2κa and ξ = √ 2κ/a. Integration of Eq. (1) is performed through a standard LB-BGK scheme where the mobility M relates to the relaxation time τ g in the BGK collision operator [7] :
. The coefficient of mobility is a tunable parameter which is part of the equilibrium distribution g eq i [10] . As concluded in [10] , accuracy is greatly enhanced by applying a multiple relaxation time (MRT) scheme for updating the hydrodynamic distribution function f i (x, t). In three dimensions, the collision operations as used in MRT have been detailed in [8] .
As flow boundary conditions, the half-way bounce-back rule was applied for achieving no-slip at the solid walls; periodic conditions apply in the x and y direction. The boundary condition for the order parameter φ at the lower solid surface-which is the surface the drop is attached to-determines the contact angle. For static, i.e., non-shear, situations two different equilibrium boundary conditions have been tested; the first [10] 
with α = arccos sin 2 θ . Equation (2) is an exact result obtained through minimizing a free-energy expression that includes a surface term [10] . The second boundary condition [11] reads
It represents an approximate energy minimization neglecting some higher-order terms in the free-energy function as detailed in [12] . As we will see, both conditions successfully create a drop with the desired equilibrium contact angle θ . At the top surface, ∂φ/∂n = 0 is imposed; in x-and y-direction, boundary conditions are periodic.
In the shear simulations, we have-next to the two equilibrium boundary conditions (2) and (3)-also tested a non-equilibrium boundary condition at the bottom surface as proposed in [13] . It is a phenomenological extension with an unsteady term of Eq. (3):
with D * w a dimensional parameter (SI units N s/m) that in [13] is interpreted in terms of a hopping process of fluid molecules at the surface of the substrate. It has been non-dimensionalized as D w ≡ D * w /(ρν R 0 ). It is clear that in steady state, Eq. (4) reduces to Eq. (3).
The spatial resolution of the LB simulations is such that R 0 corresponds to 30 lattice units (lu). Komrakova et al. [14] have performed a benchmark study based on a liquid droplet deforming under shear to find a set of LB parameters that shows stable and accurate results for a wide range of capillary numbers. In line with that study, we set the liquid density to ρ = 1, the kinematic viscosity to ν = 1/6 (note that Fluid 1 and Fluid 2 have the same density and viscosity), the relaxation time τ g = 1, and the coefficient of mobility = 2. The interface thickness relative to the drop size is known as the Cahn number, it was set to Ch ≡ ξ/R 0 = 0.0337 so that ξ = 1.01. This has been achieved by a = 2.275 × 10 −3 (lu) and κ = 1.164 × 10 −3 (lu). The surface tension then is γ = 0.00153 (lu). The size of the computational domain is nx · ny · nz = 150 · 101 · 64 so that R 0 /H = 30/64 ≈ 0.469.
Variations in Ca were achieved by varying the shear rate G which-given the fixed size of the computational domain in z-direction-has been done by varying the shearing velocity of the plates. At the default value of Ca = 0.16, the upper plate has a velocity of + 0.00157 (lu), the lower plate of − 0.00157 (lu), i.e., it takes about 20,000 time steps for one of the plates to move over a distance R 0 . At this value of Ca, Re = 0.26. Variations in the equilibrium contact angle θ are imposed through the boundary condition on the lower plate (via Eqs. (2), (3), or (4)). 
Results
Cross sections through equilibrated drops are shown in Fig. 4 . It can be seen that both equilibrium boundary conditions (Eqs. (2), (3)) are well able to recover accurately the contact angle that was given as input parameter to the boundary conditions. In results presented from now on, the default equilibrium boundary condition will be the one due to [11] , i.e., Eq. (3).
After drops were equilibrated, the shearing motion was imposed, still applying the equilibrium boundary condition. In Fig. 5 , we show for three static (i.e., equilibrium) contact angles and Ca = 0.160 the onset of the shearing process that results in drop deformation and a sliding motion relative to the lower substrate. Figure 6 shows the displacement of the drops relative to the lower substrate as a function of time. Shortly after the onset of the shearing motion (t = 0), the displacement gets linear with time and the drops are thus sliding with a constant speed. We confirmed that simulations with half the shear rate as applied in Fig. 6 -that thus are at Ca = 0.080-show half the sliding speed. As for the MD simulations, the LB simulations thus are in a linear regime. Figure 7 summarizes the data on dimensionless sliding speeds as obtained through LB simulations with equilibrium boundary conditions (Eqs. (2), (3)); for reference, the data obtained with MD have been included in the figure. The trend is the same as in the MD simulations (shown in Fig. 3 ): an increase in dimensionless sliding speed with equilibrium contact angle. For the larger contact angles (θ > 90 • ), the agreement between LB and MD results is good; for the smaller contact angles, the LB simulations are significantly overpredicting the dimensionless sliding speeds.
A reason for this overprediction could be the application of an equilibrium boundary condition in an essentially non-equilibrium (sheared) system. The equilibrium boundary condition manifests itself in Fig. 5 . Careful inspection of the three-phase contact points in the cross sections shown in Fig. 5 teaches that closely above the substrate the interface is forced to the equilibrium contact angle by the boundary condition; a dynamic receding and advancing contact angle different from the equilibrium angle seemingly cannot be accommodated well by the equilibrium boundary condition.
It is therefore natural to test the non-equilibrium boundary condition that is available in the form of Eq. (4). There is, however, no theory for the coefficient D * w in the unsteady term in Eq. (4) so that it is not possible to objectively select its value. It was first established that applying Eq. 4 has impact on the sliding speed and that in the limit of D * w → 0 the sliding speed with Eq. (3)-which can be interpreted as the steady-state version of Eq. (4)-was recovered; see Fig. 8 where θ = 65 • and Ca = 0.160 has been taken as the sample situation. In line with what was done in [13] , we then use D * w as a fitting parameter, i.e., we try to find a value for D * w such that the dimensionless sliding speed v slide /G R 0 is approximately the same as in the MD simulation for a given equilibrium contact angle. For θ = 65 • , this is achieved when D w ≡ D * w /(ρν R 0 ) ≈ 0.171. The resulting drop deformations are shown in Fig. 9 . Close to the three-phase contact line, the shape of the interface between Fluid 1 and Fluid 2 is different, more smooth, from what is observed in Fig. 5 (left column) .
If the fitting procedure is applied for the other contact angles as well, the results in Fig. 10 are obtained. For the two largest contact angles investigated (θ = 100 • and 111 • ), D w = 0 gives the best fit with the dimensionless sliding speeds as determined by MD. For the smaller contact angles, D w decreases monotonically with increasing contact angle. This is in contrast to [13] where non-monotonic behavior with contact angle was observed when studying a droplet spreading process.
For the LB simulations that now exhibit a dimensionless droplet sliding speed comparable to the speed observed in MD simulations (i.e., the data points in Fig. 10 ), the deformation of the resulting drop has been compared to the deformation as observed in MD simulations at the same capillary number (Ca = 0.16). As a metric for drop deformation, the dynamic receding and advancing contact angles have been determined through fitting a circular arc through part of the interface in the same way as done in the MD simulations [6] . The results in Fig. 11 show significant differences between MD and LB results with the advancing angles generally significantly larger in LB simulations. From the right panels of Fig. 11 , it is clear that a circular arc-as used in the fitting process-might not be an accurate way to represent the interface, specifically for the advancing angle, leading to a biased contact angle estimate which explains part of the differences observed. 
Summary and conclusions
We numerically studied the sliding of liquid drops immersed in another liquid over a substrate as a result of a simple shear flow. Such problems have relevance for multiphase flow in porous media as, e.g., encountered in oil recovery operations. Since the systems involve a moving three-phase contact line, continuum simulations require special attention to the boundary conditions at the substrate. In our lattice Boltzmann procedure, based on a free-energy approach and with a multiple relaxation time collision operator, equilibrium as well as nonequilibrium conditions were tested. Benchmark data from molecular dynamics simulations [6] were used to assess the predictions by the LB method.
Droplet sliding speeds were generally overpredicted by the LB simulations if equilibrium boundary conditions were used. Also the interface shape close to the substrate shows slightly anomalous behavior in such cases. The non-equilibrium boundary conditions we tested are not fully predictive, i.e., we do not a priori know the relative strength of the unsteady term it contains. If we use the latter as a fitting parameter, and if we allow this fitting parameter to be a function of the equilibrium contact angle, we were able to match the dimensionless sliding speeds as observed in molecular dynamics simulations.
Further work thus needs to focus on a better understanding of the physics behind the unsteady term in the non-equilibrium boundary condition and analyze why it needs to depend on the contact angle to match the molecular dynamics data. Involving the deformation of the sliding drop-including estimating dynamic contact angles-might be beneficial in such an analysis. At present, we do not observe a good agreement of dynamic contact angles of drops sliding at the same dimensionless speed in molecular dynamics and lattice Boltzmann simulations. 
